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ENERGY FORUM 2011 
HABITABLE SKINS FOR COMFORT IMPROVEMENT IN ARCHITECTURE
short speech of Daniel Estevez architect and researcher at the LRA lab in the National School of Architecture of 
Toulouse in France.

"I want to say few words about a research program that I run in my laboratory, and also with the help of 
students of my studio, part of the university master called "Learning From" that I lead with the architect 
Christophe Hutin in ENSA Toulouse.

This program focuses on the concept of Habitable Skins  (accessible envelopes) in existing buildings using 
wood framing technics. We talk about renovation of buildings, not houses. This work is integrated in a more 
vast french program called EFFINOV-WOOD, that reflects more generally on "external thermal insulation 
systems". So us, we make various experiments of habitable skins (it's to say architectural projects) into 
different contexts (Office buildings in Bordeaux France or Social Housing in Johannesburg South Africa).

The first aim of our research is to study the relationship between architectural design and the improvement of 
feeling of comfort (perceived comfort) by inhabitants in existing buildings.  (This issue can be linked of 
course with adaptive approaches to thermal comfort, but our work has nothing in common with modeling 
and calculation. It focuses on architectural design proposals)

So Habitable Skin is conceived as a tool for improving comfort and thermal comfort as well. I want to 
underscore four features of our skins experimentations (using an example from a project of a student) :

- First : we add outdoor spaces, (they can be "winter gardens" or "alcove terraces" etc.) the goal is to create 
a cushion of air around the building in order to improve the indoor climate. We call that "making the second 
wall" of a building, witch is an outdoor wall. Habitable Skins are non-airtight systems,  they consist in 
additions of layers that are not airtight (shutters, curtains, thermal curtains, balconies...).
But outdoor space (space without heating) is also a way to deal more easily with regulations (fire, 
accessibility etc. there is less constraint). And finally we add living spaces almost for free.

- Second  : we produce devices that can be managed easily by inhabitants. For instance, in that project by 
making rotating shutters very articulated we give a lot of degrees of openness to the skin. That can lead to 
adapt the building with his environment with a high level of precision. It's also a mean to involve inhabitants 
in the life of the building witch is a criterion of comfort.

-Third : we add living spaces, and we can add more or less space according to the current orientation of 
the building. That's why Habitable Skin can be also a tool to correct defaults of orientation of existing 
buildings.

- Fourth : we manage the views from inside. The view is maybe the more important criterion of comfort in a 
room, we can live in a very small place but if we have got a good view it can be very comfortable, 
connected with nature etc. Managing the view is also a mean to transform the feeling of uses in buildings.  In 
that example, taken from a habitable skin project for an office building, we want to increase the feeling that 
people are working together because they can see themselves during the day life of work.

Other features could be described, like Practices Patterns in HS, or the positive economic injection of this 
kind of additions of living spaces in existing buildings (cf. Tours Bois le Prêtre, Frédéric Druot). 

Our different proposals and projects are always very simple. We learned it from our academic work in africa 
(see http://learning-from.over-blog.fr/ ). And to conclude my speech I'll say that architects have to think 
about sustanaibility with the aim of simplifying technics, of taking distance from automation systems, and  
simplifying technologies in order that people, users, can keep control, and can be active, architecture is a 
mean for people to interact with context. In my opinion, interaction is a key word for the future. Thank you."


